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ABSTRACT
Parachutes were in the past developed mainly
to military use; actually, however, they are being
employed in many areas, such as to sports, spatial
projects, car-race, etc.
A paraglider is a special kind of parachute, of banana form. A difference between the conventional
parachute and the paraglider is the jump’s altitude.
In a jump with parachute, an airplane is employed
and the jump must happen between 3000-4000 meters; the parachute is opened around 900 meters
from the soil. Before opening the parachute the
parachutist can accelerate to 190 km/h in around
40 seconds, which is its maximum velocity. For a
jump with paraglider 1200 meters of altitude are
sufficient and the jump can be realized from the
top of a mountain or other geographic unlevelling.
Another style of parachute is that of automatic
opening, where the equipment opens without intervention of the parachutist. The jump is done from a Figure 1: Displacements a),velocity b) and accelerplane at about 1200 meters. Other important appli- ation c) for a conventional parachute jump
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